
Year 4 Home School Tasks 

All activities are based around a video online called SpyFox.  

Find the video here… 

https://www.literacyshed.com/spyfox.html OR 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ghr1YI2nH5w  

Synopsis of the video: 

All is peaceful on the Southern Ocean as the penguins relax on their icebergs.  That 

is until Dr. Hammer and his sardines decide to test their weapons of mass 

destruction.  

Once the weapon is unleashed there is only one 'person' to save the world from 

disaster and that is Fox, Spy Fox.  He embarks on a mission to save the world but 

ends up fighting for the life of the lovely Lily.   When he has freed Lily, they save the 

world from the evil Dr. Hammer and his evil, fishy minions. 

 

English 

There are a number of puns in the film:   
‘sardine to get interesting’, ‘date on paws’, ‘plans on ice’, finale, ‘fintastic’ etc.   
Can you spot these and use them in your own writing or create your own? 

Could you retell the story in the 1st (I) or the 3rd person (He/She)? 

Write the dialogue between Fox and Dr. Hammer adding the correct punctuation. 
Focus on including: speech marks before and after someone speaking; a new 
speaker for a new line; a capital letter to start the speech; a full stop, comma, 
question mark or exclamation mark before closing the speech marks.  

Write the next adventure of Spy Fox using a different wild animal as the villain and 
include equally inept minions. You could have a huge Ape - like King Louis in The 
Jungle Book - with cheeky monkey minions. Or, write your own story using a 
different animal as the hero.  

You could: 
- create a newspaper report for the events outlined in the film.  
- design a 'Bond-like' gadget that fox could use in his missions. Describe what the 
gadget does and how it will be used to help save the world.   
- write a diary entry from the point of view of SpyFox. Remember to include how he 
is feeling at different times.  

Maths 

Write a timetable that shows the things that happen in a day in the life of SpyFox. 
Use these to make up some word problems, e.g. If SpyFox defeats the Hammerhead 
Shark at 11.20am and gets another emergency call at 12.05pm, how long does he 
have to rest in between? 

about:blank
about:blank


  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SpyKit Rental Shop 

 

Discounted prices shown only available on presentation of SpyCard 

Weapons: Maximum 2 each 

Gun £72 
Knife £19 

Sword £63 
Rifle £91 

Vehicles: Max 1 per group of 4 spies (exc. Ferrari).  

Armoured Mini £325 
Bullet Proof 4WD £549 
Ferrari (2 person) £726 

Rocket Car £893 
Gadgets: Minimum 10 per group (1 gadget type per spy) 

Spy camera £37 
Poison Pen £48 

Sonic screwdriver £73 
Laser watch £89 

Snacks: Minimum 5 per order (1 snack type per spy) 

SpySnacks £2.50 
Danger Doughnuts £3.60 

Cryptic Crisps £1.20 
Popcorn £4.10 

        

            



Maths continued… 

Use the rental list above.  
Can you work out how much it would be for certain items?  
For example, how much would it cost for a spy camera and a laser watch? 
(addition) 

You could also use multiplication using this list, e.g. How much would it cost 
for 7 sonic screwdrivers using short multiplication? (£73 x 7) 

 
DT 

Look at the gadgets that SpyFox uses in the video. What do they do? How 
might they work? What materials are they made from? Could you make a 
model of one? 

Design a new gadget for SpyFox to use to outwit his enemies. 

 

           Art 

Create a storyboard that retells the story (or part of it). 

Make a comic strip about a new adventure that SpyFox might have. 

 

          Geography 

Hammerhead Shark uses a laser to melt the polar ice caps. Can you find out   

about global warming? What is it? How might it affect life for animals and 

plants? 


